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LEVTEC SYSTEMS
Beginnings... a brief summary of the company.
Levtec Systems was formed by Myself and Chrystal in the coastal town of
Newcastle NSW in 2011.
The first goal was designing the Levtec Tile Levelling System. Once that goal
was achieved and feedback and sales surpassed all expectations we then
decided to further our range to include products for the construction and
home renovation sector mainly specializing in tiling products.
We are a family owned and operated company and with 20 years experience
in the Tile industry I feel we have so much to offer to the industry. I know
methods vary and we are always learning and finding ways to improve our
work and make our daily tile a lot easier and more profitable.
Our Company is growing and this is due to our solid work ethic, desire to
deliver quality products and friendly service.
Michael Gorton.
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LEVTEC LIPPAGE SYSTEM
LEVTEC Tile Levelling System is an exciting new wedge driven product developed for laying wall
and floor tiles.
During our research and development phase key factors in the design were bringing to the market
a superior product that would create accurate surfaces efficiently while being cost effective, user
friendly and doing away with expensive clamping tools.
The forefront of the LEVTEC design was expansion between the products being laid.
LEVTEC Tile Levelling System when used leaves all joints completely free. When the wedge and
clip are removed at the final stages of the process the breakpoint is located below the surface of
the tiles being levelled, leaving the joints completely free for grouting or expansion as to
Australian standards.
Features of the LEVTEC clip are:





The base plate has a bevelled edge for easy placement between the tile and substrate.
This bevel also collects adhesive in the adhesive grooves to maximize bond.
The top of the clip has side lugs that are in place to disperse force for easy removal of
the products.
The clip is made from a durable material that during the installation process virtually
eliminates accidental breakages.

LEVTEC Tile Levelling system was designed by a company with years of industry knowledge,
and through rigorous research and testing has developed the best system on the market.

 Easily Creates flawless finish
 Eliminates lippage
 Speeds up the installation process
 Locks in tiles preventing slumping while
the adhesive dries

 Easy to remove
 Suitable for both professional and home
renovators

 Levtec Clips

250pcs LEVC250

 Levtec Clips

500pcs LEVC500

 Levtec Wedges

250pcs LEVW250
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TILE LEVELING SYSTEM
LEV TEC Tile levelling System is designed to create flawless tiling project effeciently
every time.
LEV TEC allows you to set floor and wall tiles in a way that will hold the tiles unique
without lippage until the adheasive dries. This process is extremely accurate and
efficient at achieving a faultless surface.
For more information go to www.lev-tec.com.au

ADVANTAGES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easily create a flawless finish
Eliminated lippage
Speeds up the installation process
Locks in tiles preventing slump while drying
Easy to remove
Suitable for both professional tilers and home renovators

REQUIREMENT CHART
*clips and wedges
are available
in bags of 250.

HOW TO USE
STEP 1 - SETTING THE CLIPS
Spread your tile adhesive and lay the tile. Place LEV TEC clips underneath
the tile slightly back from the edge.
Keep the LEV TEC clip firmly against the tile as the clip acts as a 1.5mm
spacer.

STEP 2 - TILE PLACEMENT
Set the adjacent tile firmly into the adhesive. Butt the tile against the LEV
TEC clip giving the 1.5mm joint (if a larger joint is required spacers can be
used, or set the required joint size).
Slide the LEV TEC wedges through the LEV TEC clips until they are firmly
levelling both tiles.

STEP 3 - INSERT THE WEDGE
Using your thumb push the LEV TEC wedge with the right amount of
pressure required to create the perfect finish.
Once the tiles are locked in position this is how they will stay until the
adhesive sets. You can still slightly adjust the joint width while the
adhesive is setting without disrupting the height of the tiles.

STEP 4 - REMOVE CLIPS
After the adhesive has set, you can remove the LEV TEC wedges and clips
easily with a rubber mallet on the walls and by mallet or your foot on the
floor.
Hit the LEV TEC clips on its side lug in the direction of the tile joint and
the wedge and clip will dislodge from the tile at the breakpoint below
the tile, leaving the joint free for grouting or silicone expansion.

LEVTEC TRACTION PLIERS
Levtec Traction Pliers are designed to be used with the Levtec Tile Lippage System.
The Levtec Tile Lippage System was designed to be used without any tools and simplifying the
process of eliminating lippage between tiled surfaces.
We have introduced our line of traction pliers in both Metal and Plastic. Both pliers are adjustable
to stop any over tensioning on the Levtec Clips.
The Metal Plier is the stronger of the two, easily helping force the wedge to bring the tiles to a lip
free finish.
The Carbide Nylon Plastic Plier is a very light weight option and has some flex so the installer can
feel exactly how much tension they are applying to the clip and wedge.
The Levtec Traction Pliers are a very useful tool and made of great quality that you come to
expect from Levtec Systems.

 Trade Quality
 Help in the process of eliminating
lippage

 2 styles Metal/Carbide Nylon plastic
 Built to last
 Plastic Traction Plier

LEVTPL

 Metal Traction Plier

LEVTP
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LEVTEC NOTCHED TROWELS
Levtec Notched Trowels are designed to last.
Made with a class leading 1mm thick polished steel blade to eliminate warping and notch wear
when the trowels are used on harsh substrates such as cement screeds and concrete floors.
This is also great for when tiles are being lifted for coverage you know there will be NO damage
to a Levtec trowel.
Black coated footer to minimize adhesive build up makes this part of the trowel easier to clean in
those areas than other trowels on the market.
Trowels have to be comfortable and the Levtec Notch Trowel with its ergonomic formed handle is
especially easy on your hand.

 Trade Quality
 Durable 1mm polished steel blade
 Ergonomic handle
 Built to last
Sizes

 8MM

LEVNT8

 10MM

LEVNT10

 12MM

LEVNT12

 14MM

LEVNT14
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LEVTEC WASTE PLUGS
The issue of blocked floor wastes during construction is a very serious concern and the tile
installer is usually in the line of blame even if it is not their fault.
The levtec waste plug will block the floor waste while the tiler screeds the floor area worry free
from cement accidently falling down the floor waste during this process. The Levtec waste Plug
also acts as a template for leaving out an area so the insertion of floor wastes can be carried out
easily with no further removal of cement needed at the tile install stage further limiting any debri
entering the floor waste.
The lip of the waste plug is 30mm high simply screed up to it or it can easily be cut down to create
a customized bed height that the installer can float directly off it creating the desired bed height
every time.
Once removed the Levtec Waste Plug leaves a square void large enough to accept all types of
floor wastes including the ever so popular tile insert/smart wastes. The Levtec waste plug is also
great for applications when the waterproofing is installed over the top of the bed as it leaves a
void for the membrane to lap down from the bed to the substrate or leak control flange below.

 No more costly floor waste blockages
 Eliminate tiler’s mortar/screed down
floor wastes

 Size and depth of Waste Plug to suit
smart waste/tile insert waste.

 130mm wide x 30mm deep ,easily cut
down for custom screed depth

 Reusable product
 Simply put the Levtec Waste Plug into
the floor waste. Screed up to and
around it worry free, then remove the
Levtec Waste Plug for the perfect space
left to waterproof to the substrate or
room to insert all types of floor wastes.
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LEVTEC TILE SPACERS
Levtec Systems offer a simple range of tile spacers that consist of 3 styles. A
1.5mm cross type spacer for wall and floor tiling , 3mm cross type spacer for wall
and floor tiling and a small wedge spacer to assist in spacing for wall tiling
applications.

 LEVTEC Cross spacer (1.5mm) 500pcs
LEVCR15500

 LEVTEC Cross Spacer (3MM) 500pcs
LEVCR3500

 LEVTEC Wedge Spacer 500pcs
LEVW500
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LEVTEC TILERS SPONGE
Trade Quality Sponge.
A often over looked process of tiling that can either make or break a job is the grouting of the
project. With so many high quality large format tiles on the market all tools need to be offered to
complete the job well .
Here at Levtec we put many types of sponge to the test during the R&D to find the perfect option
for the tradesman. Our Levtec tilers sponge is very durable yet still pitted enough to release
excess material. The Levtec Sponge has a very soft feel yet still durable enough to not break
down and leave marks in the grout during the ageing process of the sponge.

 Trade Quality Sponge
 Pitted for release of materials
 Soft yet strong enough to last
 Size 300mm x 200mm x 35mm
 LEVSPO1
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LEVTEC TILE ANGLE
Levtec 10mm Brushed and Polished angle
The Levtec Tile angles are Designed to provide protection on a tile edge for Wear and or
chipping.
Levtec tile angles come in two styles of a Polished Aluminium and a Brushed Aluminium.
The Polished is a bright silver that is very hard wearing and also attractive to look at rather than a
typical mill finish Aluminium.
The Brushed is a More softened effect than polished and is quite effective in wall applications to
reduce the effect of the angle standing out against the tile it is used with.

 Trade Quality
 3lm lengths
 10mm high
 2 Finishes
 Polished Aluminium LEVANG10P
 Brushed Aluminium LEVANG10B
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